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Abstract Ecological applications of stable isotope

data require knowledge on the isotopic turnover rate of

tissues, usually described as the isotopic half-life in

days (T0.5) or the change in mass (G0.5). Ecological

studies increasingly analyse tissues collected non-

destructively, such as fish fin and scales, but there is

limited knowledge on their turnover rates. Determin-

ing turnover rates in situ is challenging, with ex situ

approaches preferred. Correspondingly, T0.5 and G0.5

of the nitrogen stable isotope (d15N) were determined

for juvenile barbel Barbus barbus (5.5 ± 0.6 g start-

ing weight) using a diet-switch experiment. d15N data

from muscle, fin and scales were taken during a

125 day post diet-switch period. Whilst isotopic

equilibrium was not reached in the 125 days, the

d15N values did approach those of the new diet. The

fastest turnover rates were in more metabolically

active tissues, from muscle (highest) to scales (low-

est). Turnover rates were relatively slow; T0.5 was 84

(muscle) to 145 (scale) days; G0.5 was 1.39 9 body

mass (muscle) to 2.0 9 body mass (scales), with this

potentially relating to the slow growth of the exper-

imental fish. These turnover estimates across the

different tissues emphasise the importance of estimat-

ing half-lives for focal taxa at species and tissue levels

for ecological studies.
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Introduction

Knowledge on the stable isotope turnover rates of

tissues of a consumer species is fundamental for the

correct interpretation of their isotopic ecology (Boeck-

len et al., 2011). Stable isotope turnover rates tend to

be expressed as half-lives, i.e. the time for stable iso-

tope values to reach 50% equilibrium with a new diet

(Vander Zanden et al., 2015). Estimates of isotopic

turnover rates are important for understanding how,

for example, ontogenetic dietary shifts affect

stable isotope data (e.g. Buchheister & Latour, 2010;

Hertz et al., 2015), and for incorporating into the

design of manipulative field studies and mesocosm

experiments where the duration of the study could be

confounded if they are not of sufficient length for

isotopic equilibrium to be reached (Jackson et al.,

2013; Tran et al., 2015). Consumer tissues tend to be

considered at equilibriumwith their diet after 4–5 half-

lives (Hobson & Clark, 1992).
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Increasingly, the sampling of tissues for stable iso-

tope analysis utilises the non-invasive or non-destruc-

tive sampling of tissues, such as using fin tissue and

scales rather than dorsal muscle for fishes (Busst et al.,

2015; Busst & Britton, 2016; Vašek et al., 2017).

Knowledge on the turnover rates of these tissues is

often missing, leading to problems in their application

to ecological studies (Busst & Britton, 2016). More-

over, the determination of the turnover rates of wild

consumers can be problematic, as they tend to assim-

ilate a range of prey items that vary temporally and

spatially in isotopic content (Perga&Gerdeaux, 2005).

Consumer species are also unlikely to feed on the same

proportions of prey items on a daily basis and consumer

isotopic turnover rates are also influenced by a number

of other factors, including temperature fluctuations and

life-history events (Bearhop et al., 2002; Bosley et al.,

2002; Witting et al., 2004). Turnover rates also differ

between fish species and between different tissues of

individual species (e.g. McIntyre & Flecker, 2006;

Church et al., 2009; Carleton &Del Rio, 2010). Rather

than relying on data collected in thewild, an alternative

approach is the use of experimental diet-switch studies

completed in controlled conditions (Heady & Moore,

2013; Xia et al., 2013a, b; Busst & Britton, 2016). In

these studies, diet tends to be fixed so that the food

items have relatively consistent stable isotope values

that should provide more reliable turnover estimates in

the tissues (Logan et al., 2006). These approaches

should also provide enhanced understandings of the

mechanisms involved in isotopic replacement (Buch-

heister & Latour, 2010; Heady & Moore, 2013). The

data generated also favour the testing of different

models to determine the best-fitting model that

provides the best estimate of the turnover rate, and

enable the relative contributions of growth and

metabolism to turnover to be estimated (Fry &Arnold,

1982; Hobson & Clark, 1992; Hesslein et al., 1993).

Estimating the relative contributions of growth and

metabolism to isotopic turnover rates is important, as

both play important roles in the isotopic replacement

of tissues following a diet-switch (Xia et al., 2013a, b).

Growth rate represents the synthesis of new tissue

from the new diet, whereas the metabolic rate

represents the balanced rate of breakdown of old

tissue, synthesised during feeding on a previous diet,

and the re-synthesis of tissue components made from

the new diet (Hesslein et al., 1993). Thus, with known

growth rates, the proportional contributions of

metabolism and growth to stable isotopic turnover

are estimated from non-linear regression of the

isotopic turnover trajectories (Buchheister & Latour,

2010). The change in isotopic content within the

tissues can, therefore, be modelled as a function of

time or growth using a range of different models (Fry

& Arnold, 1982; Hobson & Clark, 1992; Hesslein

et al., 1993).

Correspondingly, the aim of this study was to

determine for 15N the turnover rate and the respective

contributions of metabolism and growth within the

tissues of a model freshwater fish using an experi-

mental, diet-switch approach. Using three tissues

(dorsal muscle, fin and scale tissue) of the omnivorous

European barbel Barbus barbus (Linnaeus, 1758) of

the Cyprinidae family, objectives were to: (i) deter-

mine the turnover rates of 15N in dorsal muscle, fin and

scales of B. barbus through the application of five

time- and growth-based models; (ii) quantify the

proportional contributions of metabolism and growth

to the turnover rates of 15N in each tissue; and (iii)

identify the best-fitting time- and growth-based mod-

els for estimating tissue-specific 15N turnover rates.

A recent study revealed considerable differences in

the d15N fractionation of B. barbus according to the

extent of either fishmeal or plant material in their diet

(Busst & Britton, 2016). Thus, their use here provides

a strong model to determine turnover rates based on

these food items. Barbus barbus is also an important

riverine species in many European rivers (Britton &

Pegg, 2011), being a benthic foraging species that

often specialises in feeding on baits introduced by

anglers (Gutmann Roberts et al., 2017). They are also

invasive in a number of European rivers, with concern

over the interactions of their populations with indige-

nous fishes (Bašić et al., 2016). Consequently, knowl-

edge on their nitrogen stable isotope turnover rate has

importance for ecological studies on their trophic

position and impacts, with many of these studies likely

to be reliant on the non-destructive sampling of scales

and fin tissue due to the value of their populations to

recreational angling (Britton & Pegg, 2011).

Materials and methods

Experimental design

The experiment utilised 36 juvenile B. barbus that

originated from pond aquaculture where they had been
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reared in outdoor ponds and fed a mixture of natural

food resources supplemented with formulated feeds.

Their initial fork lengths and weights ranged between

75 and 85 mm and 4 and 7 g, respectively. Following

their transfer to the laboratory, they were acclimated to

conditions for 10 days before being measured and

tagged with 12 mm passive integrated transponder

(PIT) tags to enable their subsequent individual

identification. The fish were then measured (fork

length, nearest mm) and weighed (to 0.01 g). The

experimental design then incorporated two feeding

periods. The first was on a set formulated diet, to

provide all fish with similar isotopic values, and lasted

125 days; the second immediately followed this and

consisted of an alternative formulated feed for a

further 125 days during which the changes in the

isotopic values of the fish were measured. These

timescales were used because 125 days was assumed

to have provided at least four isotopic half-lives

according to the starting mass of individual fish

(\10 g) and according to values in literature (Hobson

& Clark, 1992; Thomas & Crowther, 2015). Conse-

quently, the fish should have been close to isotopic

equilibrium at the end of each of these periods.

After their tagging and measurement, the fish were

transferred to 45 l tanks at 20 �Cwhere they were held

in groups of 6 and were fed a ‘control’ diet ad libitum

for 125 days. This feed consisted of crushed pelletized

fishmeal (45% protein, 10% fat, 1.4% crude fibre and

5.8% ash) that had a mean d15N value of

9.34 ± 0.05% (n = 5). At the end of the first

125 day feeding period, the fish were removed from

their tanks, re-measured and weighed, and separated

into three groups. The first two groups each comprised

of 6 B. barbus. One of these groups was immediately

euthanized with an overdose of anaesthetic (MS-222)

and used to provide stable isotope data on the tissues of

the fish at the start of the second feeding period. The

second of these groups was used as a ‘control’ group of

fish kept in a separate 45 l tank and fed the control diet

for the entirety of the second 125 day feeding period.

The third group of fish comprised of 24 fish that were

used for the diet-switch experiment and were held in

45 l tanks in groups of 6. The new food source,

hereafter referred to as the ‘experimental’ diet, was a

plant based feed, pelletized ‘wheatgerm’ (20%protein,

6% fat (as oil), 2.5% crude fibre and 2.5% ash), with a

mean d15N value of 3.28 ± 0.02% (n = 5). For the

diet-switch fish, 6 fishwere removed and euthanized on

day 50, 75, 100 and 125 respectively (anaesthetic

overdose, MS-222), with these fish selected randomly

from tanks. Their feeding was ad libitum, with

temperature maintained between 19 and 20 �C on a

16:8 h light:dark cycle, with water quality maintained

on a flow through, recirculating system. Environmental

enrichment in the tanks was identical, comprising of

artificial plants and plastic pipes of 65 mm diameter

and 120 mm length for refugia.

Following euthanasia of the fish at each sampling

time point, they were re-measured and weighed, with a

sample of white dorsal muscle tissue excised from

above the lateral line and below the dorsal fin, with

pelvic fin clips sampled (taken from the tip of the fin;

Hayden et al., 2015) and then scales (n = 5–10) also

removed from the area above where the muscle sample

was taken. Note that on Day 100, one of the fish was

detected as not having increased in length or weight

and so was omitted from subsequent analyses (n = 5).

All samples were then rinsed with distilled water, with

scales also cleaned to ensure all mucus and skin was

removed. All scales used in analyses were checked to

determine whether they were regenerated scales and, if

so, were not used. All samples were then oven dried at

60 �C to constant mass (approximately 1 mg; for

scales this comprised of up to 10 scales per fish) before

their analysis for d15N (%) at the Cornell University

Stable Isotope Laboratory, New York, USA. In the

analysis of d15N, overall standard deviation was

0.11% and analytical precision of the sample runs

was 0.42%. It should be noted that although d13C was

also measured in the samples, the differences in their

values across the experimental period were too low to

enable measurement of their turnover rate. This was

due to the d13C of the two diets being too similar.

Time-based modelling of the nitrogen

stable isotope turnover rate

The time-based model estimated the isotope turnover

rates in each of the different B. barbus tissues through

modelling changes in d15N as an exponential function

of time following the diet-switch, as described by

Hobson and Clark (1992):

dt ¼ ðdi�df Þect þ df ð1Þ

where dt is the d15N value of fish tissue at experimen-

tal time t, df is the expected isotopic value for B.
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barbus in equilibriumwith the new diet, di is the initial
d15N prior to the diet-switch, and c is the turnover

constant. dfwas estimated using non-linear regression.

The mean d15N of the 6 fish collected before the diet-

switch were used as the estimate of di in the model; c

was derived by fitting the exponential model in (1) to

match the observed isotopic data, i.e. using the

experimental time (t) as the independent variable

and the corresponding d15N values of fish at time t (dt)
as the dependent variable. The time period needed to

achieve a 50% turnover (half-life, T0.5) of d
15N was

calculated as (Hobson & Clark, 1992):

T0:5 ¼ ln 0:5ð Þ=c ð2Þ

To allow the relative contributions of growth and

metabolism to stable isotope turnover to be separated,

a second time-based model was used, as described by

Hesslein et al. (1993):

dt ¼ df þ ðdi�df Þe�ðkþmÞt ð3Þ

where dt, t, df and di are as previously defined in Eq. 1.
m was the metabolic turnover constant derived by

fitting the exponential model in Eq. 3 to match the

observed isotopic data, i.e. using the experimental

time (t) as the independent variable, and the corre-

sponding d15N values of fish at time t (dt) as the

dependent variable. The growth rate constant k was

represented by the specific growth rate; this was

determined for each individual fish from (Sun et al.,

2012):

k ¼ lnðWf=WiÞ=t ð4Þ

where Wi is the initial weight of B. barbus on Day 0,

andWf is the final weight when sampled at time t. Any

turnover of d15N in excess of growth was

attributable to metabolic tissue replacement (m).

Expected d15N changes due to growth alone was

calculated using Eq. 3, where m was set to 0 (Hesslein

et al., 1993). The relative contributions of growth (k)

and metabolism (m) were calculated as the ratio of

each parameter to the sum of the two parameters

(k ? m). This calculation yielded the contributing

proportions of growth (Pg) and metabolism (Pm) to the

turnover of d15N. The half-life (T0.5) of tissue turnover
of d15N was calculated using (Tieszen et al., 1983):

T0:5 ¼ � ln 1�0:5ð Þ=ðk þ mÞ ð5Þ

Growth-based modelling of nitrogen stable isotope

turnover rate

The changes in d15N caused by the diet shift were then

modelled as a function of the subsequent increase in

mass. This was initially done by adjusting the time-

based equation of Hobson & Clark (1992), Eq. 1, by

substituting t for the increase in mass from Day 0 (m).

The growth-based model was thus represented by:

dm ¼ ðdi�df Þecm þ df ð6Þ

where t, df, di, and c are as previously defined in Eq. 1
and dm is d15N at mass increase m. The increase in

mass required to achieve a 50% turnover (half-life,

G0.5) of d15N was calculated as (Hobson & Clark,

1992):

G0:5 ¼ ln 0:5ð Þ=m ð7Þ

Similar to the time-based modelling, a second

growth-based model was then also applied to enable

the relative contributions of growth and metabolism to

turnover to be separated. Changes in d15N were

modelled as a function of relative growth after the

diet-switch. The growth-based model was represented

by (Fry & Arnold, 1982):

dWR ¼ df þ ðdi�df ÞWc
R ð8Þ

where di and df are as previously defined in Eq. 1. The
relative increase in weight of B. barbus (WR) was

calculated as the final wet weight divided by the initial

wet weight, and the variable dWR was the measured

isotopic value for a fish given its increase in weight; c

was the turnover rate constant and was derived by

fitting the exponential model in Eq. 8 to match the

observed isotopic data, i.e. using the relative mass

increaseWR as the independent variable, and the d
15N

values corresponding to the WR (dWR) as the depen-

dent variable. In the growth-based model, if c = -1,

growth was entirely responsible for the isotopic

turnover, whereas if c\-1, metabolism was con-

tributing to turnover, with more negative values

representing greater contributions by metabolism.

Note that in Eq. 8, it was the only case where c had

to be constrained in this manner; elsewhere, cwas able

to be[-1. The amount of relative growth needed to

achieve a 50% turnover (half-life, G0.5) of d
15N was

calculated as (Buchheister & Latour, 2010):
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G0:5 ¼ eln 1� 0:5ð Þ=c ð9Þ

where the growth-based half-life (G0.5) represented

the relative amount of growth needed for a 50%

conversion between the initial and final stable isotope

values. Hence, the half-lives estimated with this

growth-based model were expressed as an x-fold mass

increase. The fractions of new tissue derived from

growth (Dg) and from metabolism (Dm) were calcu-

lated at the midpoint between the old and new isotopic

values (Witting et al., 2004):

Dg ¼ 2 G0:5�1ð Þ=G0:5 ð10Þ

Dm ¼ ð2�G0:5Þ=G0:5 ð11Þ

Model fitting and selection

To determine the best-fitting models for the stable iso-

tope data across both the growth- and time-based

methods, five models (A–E) were assessed using an

information-theoretic approach based on the isotopic

equilibrium models outlined in Eqs. 1–5 (time based)

and 6–11 (growth based) (Fry & Arnold, 1982;

Hobson &Clark, 1992; Hesslein et al., 1993; Table 1).

The models either estimated df (the value of the

stable isotope when in equilibrium with the diet) via

non-linear regression (Models A, C, E) or used the

mean d15N data of the experimental fish on Day 125 of

the second experimental period (Models B, D)

(Table 1). Models were parameterised to either

include or exclude a metabolic constant to turnover

to examine how metabolism affected the turnover

rates of the tissues (i.e. for Eqs. 3 and 8, m was set to 0

and c was set to -1, respectively) (Table 1).

These model formulations were fitted to each

isotope–tissue combination and were assessed sepa-

rately for the growth- and time-based methods. To

then evaluate the best model parameterisation, i.e. the

model providing the best estimate of T0.5 and G0.5,

Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) was calculated

for each model, with application of a correction for

small sample sizes (AICc). This was performed using

the AICcmodavg package in the R computing pro-

gramme (R Development Core Team, 2014; Maze-

rolle, 2016). AICc differences (DAICc) among the five

models were calculated as:

DAICc ¼ AICi� AICmin ð12Þ

where AICi is the AICc of model i, and AICmin is the

lowest AICc of the competing models. Themodel with

the most empirical support generated DAICc = 0.

Burnham and Anderson (2002) suggest that DAICc
values from 0 to 2 indicate substantial support for the

model, DAICc values from 4 to 7 suggested consid-

erably less support, and DAICc values[10 indicated

minimal support for that model.

Statistical analyses

Differences in the isotopic ratios between the sam-

pling time points in the experiment and between the

three types of tissue, i.e. muscle, fin and scales, were

analysed using generalised linear models (GLM), with

either the sampling time points or tissue types as

independent variables and d15N as the dependent

Table 1 Overview of the turnover models compared in model selection

Model Equations Comments

A Time based: 1, 2

Growth based: 6, 7

Specific turnover parameter estimated; df estimated

B Time based: 1, 2

Growth based: 6, 7

Specific turnover parameter estimated; df derived from experimental fish

C Time based: 1–5

Growth based: 6–11

As Model A, but with contributions of growth and metabolism to turnover now also incorporated

D Time based: 1–5

Growth based: 6–1

As Model B, but with contributions of growth and metabolism to turnover now also incorporated

E Time based: 1–5

Growth based: 6–11

As Model C, but with m = 0 and c = -1

Fry and Arnold (1982), Hobson and Clark (1992), Hesslein et al. (1993)
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variable. Differences in the dependent variables

according to the independent variables and their

significance were determined by pairwise compar-

isons with Bonferroni adjustments for multiple

comparisons.

Results

Fish growth and d15N

All of the B. barbus individuals increased in length

and mass over the first 125 day control feeding period,

with mean fork lengths and weights increasing from

79.6 ± 2.8 to 89.3 ± 4.6 mm and 5.5 ± 0.6 to

8.1 ± 1.3 g, respectively. Following the diet-switch,

all B. barbus individuals in the control and experi-

mental groups also increased in length and mass

during the second 125 day period, with their incre-

ments varying according to the timing of the removal

of the fish from the tanks (Table 2).

Values of muscle d15N were significantly related to

those of the other analysed tissues (muscle-fin:

R2 = 0.85; F1,27 = 11.71; P\ 0.01; muscle-scale:

R2 = 0.91; F1,27 = 12.55; P\ 0.01; Fig. 1). The

muscle conversion equation for fin tissue (F) was

1.099F - 0.605 and for scales (S) was

1.269S - 2.106. Across the experiment, there were

decreases in d15N at each sampling time point (Fig. 2).

The GLM testing the differences in d15N over time

was significant (Wald v2 = 801.02, P\ 0.01). Pair-

wise comparisons revealed that d15N of the 6 B.

barbus euthanized on Day 0 of the diet-switch

experiment with the control group of 6 B. barbus

were not significantly different to the control group

during the second period (P[ 0.05; Table 3). In the

second feeding period, the euthanized fish at each

sampling time point revealed significant shifts in d15N
when these data were compared to the fish at Day 0

(P\ 0.05). The exception was fin tissue, where a

significant shift was not apparent until Day 75

(P\ 0.05). At each sampling time point, muscle had

the highest d15N values and scales the lowest (Fig. 2).

Turnover estimates

The best-fitting models for the time-based models

were Model C for muscle and fin tissue, and E for

scales (Table 3; Supplementary Table S1). These all

suggested that isotopic equilibrium had not been

reached in the second 125 day period (Table 3;

Fig. 3). Muscle had the shortest turnover time with a

half-life of 84 days (95% turnover: 371 days), then fin

9.0
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N
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)

Fig. 1 Linear relationships d15N of muscle of experimental

fishes versus fin tissue (clear circles, solid line) and scales (filled

circles, dashed line)

Table 2 Sample size, and mean length and mass of Barbus barbus in the experimental and control groups at each sampling time

point

Time point n Fork length (mm) Weight (g) Weight increment (g)

Day 0 6 90.2 ± 5.3 7.7 ± 1.2

Day 50 6 102.5 ± 3.0 12.2 ± 0.7 2.3 ± 0.5

Day 75 6 99.8 ± 3.2 11.9 ± 1.1 3.6 ± 0.8

Day 100 5 103.2 ± 3.4 11.8 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 1.4

Day 125 6 111.8 ± 3.5 16.6 ± 1.5 8.7 ± 1.2

Control Day 125 6 139.7 ± 7.2 30.3 ± 5.5 8.5 ± 1.1

Errors around the means represent 95% confidence limits
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at 95 days (95% turnover: 417 days), and then scales

at 145 days (95% turnover: 638 days) (Table 3;

Fig. 3).

Similar to the time-based models, predicted values

of df in growth-based models also suggested equilib-

rium was not reached in the 125 day period (Table 3;

Fig. 4). The best-fitting models for the growth-based

models were Model C for muscle, and E for fin tissue

and scales (Table 3; Supplementary Table S2). Mus-

cle had the shortest turnover rate with a half-life of

1.39 9 BM (95% turnover: 6.1 9 BM), with both fin

and scales at 2.0 9 BM (95% turnover: 10 9 BM)

(Table 3; Fig. 4).

Discussion

The experiment successfully determined the isotopic

half-lives and, by extension, the time and increase in

mass to isotopic equilibrium of these juvenile B.

barbus. In doing so, the experiment indicated the

validity of using fin tissue and scales as non-lethal

alternatives to dorsal muscles when isotopic studies

are completed on fishes. In the experiment, the

stable isotope data reflected and approached those of

their new diet at the end of second feeding period,

although predictions were that isotopic equilibrium

had not been reached. Predicting the turnover pro-

cesses using a range of turnover models (Buchheister

& Latour, 2010; Xia et al., 2013b) revealed that in the

best-fitting models, muscle had the shortest turnover

time, followed by fin and then scales.

This apparent hierarchy in the turnover rates of fish

muscle, fin and scale tissue was a contrast to Matley

et al. (2016) who revealed in an adult coral reef fish

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.0

0 25 50 75 100 125
Day 

δ15
N

 (‰
)

Fig. 2 Mean stable isotope (d15N) values of the control and

experimental diets and tissues of B. barbus fish in the

experimental and control groups at each sampling time point.

Errors around the means represent standard errors. Black circle

control fish, muscle; clear circle control fish, fin tissue; grey

circle control fish, scales; black square experimental fish,

muscle; clear square experimental fish, fin tissue; grey square

experimental fish, scales. Long dashed line mean d15N of

experimental diet; short dashed line mean d15N of control diet

Table 3 Best-fitting models for (1) time-based models and (2)

growth-based models for 15N turnover in muscle, fin and scale

tissues of Barbus barbus, where c, turnover rate constant; m,

metabolic constant; k, growth constant; Pm, relative contribu-

tions of metabolism to turnover; Pg, relative contributions of

growth to turnover; Dm, relative contribution of metabolism to

turnover; Dg, relative contribution of growth to turnover; T0.5,

half-life (days); G0.5, half-life (g); df, estimated equilibrium

value

Model Tissue M R2 k ? m Pm Pg df (%) T0.5 DAICc

(1) Time-based models

C Muscle 0.003 ± 0.001 0.94 0.008 ± 0.0004 0.42 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 8.44 ± 0.34 84.25 ± 2.84 0.00

C Fin 0.003 ± 0.002 0.84 0.007 ± 0.0004 0.37 ± 0.01 0.63 ± 0.01 8.07 ± 0.57 91.89 ± 3.42 0.00

E Scales 0.000 0.80 0.004 ± 0.0004 0.00 1.00 7.74 ± 0.16 145.38 ± 9.72 0.00

Model Tissue c R2 Dm Dg df (%) G0.5 DAICc

(2) Growth-based models

C Muscle -2.13 ± 0.43 0.91 0.44 0.56 8.96 ± 0.38 1.39 9 BM 0.00

E Fin -1.00 0.81 0.00 1.00 6.76 ± 0.23 2.00 9 BM 0.00

E Scales -1.00 0.79 0.00 1.00 7.75 ± 0.16 2.00 9 BM 0.00

Errors around the means represent standard errors. Growth-based half-lives of model E are expressed as an x-fold increase in body

mass (x BM)
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Fig. 3 Changes in Barbus barbus d15N as a function of time

and tissue type according to the best-fitting model (cf. Table 3).

Black squaremuscle; clear square fin tissue; grey square scales.

The horizontal dashed lines represent the expected final isotopic

values of the tissues in equilibrium with experimental feed (df);
error bars represent standard deviations
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Fig. 4 Changes in Barbus barbus d15N as a function of growth

and tissue type according to the best-fitting model (cf. Table 3).

Black squaremuscle; clear square fin tissue; grey square scales.

The horizontal dashed lines represent the expected final isotopic

values of the tissues in equilibrium with experimental feed (df);
error bars represent standard deviations
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Plectropomus leopardus (Lacepède, 1802) muscle had

a relatively long turnover rate compared with fin

tissue. Other studies have, however, revealed that

considerable differences in turnover rates can be

apparent between fish tissues (Buchheister & Latour,

2010; Xia et al., 2013b), although their differences are

often only minor (Hesslein et al., 1993; Sweeting et al.,

2005; McIntyre & Flecker, 2006). Thus, tissue turn-

over differentiation, as well as the relative ordering of

turnover rates among tissues, appears to be species-

specific. For example, Heady and Moore (2013)

calculated half-lives for muscle, fin and scales in

rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss (Walbaum, 1792)

and found fin had the fastest isotopic half-life

(13 days), followed by muscle (39 days) and scales

(40 days). Whilst these O. mykiss turnover estimates

are shorter than those produced here, the authors

recognised that their turnover rates were fast, approx-

imately 71% faster for muscle than previous estimates

for O. mykiss from an isotope diet-switch study

(Church et al., 2009). Buchheister and Latour (2010)

studied summer flounder Paralichthys dentatus (Lin-

naeus, 1766) liver, blood and muscle tissue and found

muscle had the slowest half-life (85 days). For grass

carp Ctenopharyngodon idellus (Valenciennes, 1844),

the estimated 15N half-life of muscle was 68 days (Xia

et al., 2013b). Where differences between tissue

turnover rates are detected in fishes, they generally

follow the pattern that more metabolically active

tissues show faster stable isotope turnover rates

(Tieszen et al., 1983). Indeed, analysis of blood and

blood plasma tends to result in faster turnover rates

compared to the tissues used here (Thomas &

Crowther, 2015). The use of fish mucus has also been

discussed as providing information on short-term diet

patterns and changes due to low turnover rates

(Church et al., 2009), with the advantage of it

potentially being able to be collected non-destruc-

tively and non-invasively.

The proportional contributions of growth and

metabolism to 15N turnover rates were calculated

from Models C to E. In the best-fitting models

according to DAICc, growth was the predominant

contributor to 15N turnover for muscle, fin and scale

tissue, accounting for 58, 63 and 100% of isotopic

change, respectively. In comparison, Hesslein et al.,

(1993) determined that in juvenile broad whitefish

Coregonus nasus (Pallas, 1776), 90% of the observed

isotopic changes that occurred following a diet shift

was due to growth. This strong influence of growth on

isotopic turnover has also been reported for ectother-

mic animals more generally (e.g. MacAvoy et al.,

2001; Perga & Gerdeaux, 2005; Heady & Moore,

2013) and is attributed to them having lower metabolic

activities than endotherms (Bosley et al., 2002;

Tominaga et al., 2003). Indeed, Perga and Gerdeaux

(2005) suggested that as fish, and other ectotherms,

have a discontinuous pattern of growth over the year,

the stable isotope values of their muscle might only

reflect their food consumed during periods of growth.

In studies where the turnover of multiple tissues have

been compared, isotopic turnover rates vary substan-

tially according to their relative metabolic activity

(e.g. McIntyre & Flecker, 2006; Carleton & Del Rio,

2010), with elevated turnover rates in metabolically

active tissues (Herzka & Holt, 2000; Gaye-Siessegger

et al., 2004).

This relative importance of growth to turnover rates

of fishes is also important in the context of the growth

rates of the experimental fish, where increments were

relatively low (mean 0.17 mm d-1) when compared to

those achieved by B. barbus in some wild populations

(e.g. 0.40 mm d-1; Britton et al., 2013). This slow

growth rate in the experiment was likely to relate to

their husbandry in aquaria conditions that included

their feeding upon on a formulated feed of relatively

low protein content. This slow growth was likely to

have been a major determinant of the relatively slow

isotopic turnover rates detected in all fish tissues; had

their husbandry conditions facilitated a faster growth

rate then elevated turnover rates could have resulted.

Moreover, the initial stable isotope data were not

collected until Day 50 and thus some more important

detail on isotopic change in the period immediately

after the diet-switch could have been missed. Corre-

spondingly, extrapolating isotopic half-life estimates

and the 95% turnover rates produced in ex situ

conditions to wild fish, particularly larger, adult fish,

might need some caution, as they are likely to have

resulted in some over-estimates and so the generated

values are likely to represent maximum values, rather

than optimal ones. It is recommended that some

refinement via further experimentation is needed to

determine how turnover varies with growth rate and

diet composition. This would be coupled with more

regular sampling early in the experimental period to

identify the initial rates of isotopic change. In addition,

the size of the scales of the experimental fishes were
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relatively small, thus they tended to be used whole and

thus their relatively long turnover rate might relate to

their use in this manner that resulted in some aspects of

their former diets influencing their isotopic data.When

scales from larger, wild fish are used then it is

recommended that only material collected the edge of

the scale is used as it represents the most recent growth

(cf. Bašić & Britton, 2016; Gutmann Roberts et al.,

2017).

When ex situ experiments determine turnover rates,

they also tend to utilise the juvenile life-stages of the

model species. This also raises some caution as to the

applicability of these predictions to older life-stages,

where individuals are likely to be slower growing and

sexually mature (Hesslein et al., 1993; Herzka & Holt,

2000; Perga & Gerdeaux, 2005). Where experimental

studies have been completed on larger or older fishes,

and those with lower specific growth rates, the results

suggest that metabolic replacement contributes a

major proportion of total turnover, in some cases

accounting for 80% of isotopic change in dorsal

muscle (Suzuki et al., 2005; Logan et al., 2006;

Tarboush et al., 2006). Heady and Moore (2013)

revealed that catabolism contributed more to 15N

turnover in tissues with faster turnover rates, con-

tributing 68% for fin compared to 0.7% for scales.

Experimental design, especially the temperature used,

can also significantly impact turnover rates, with

higher water temperatures reducing the half-lives of

the carbon stable isotope of muscle in similar sized fish

(Bosley et al., 2002; Witting et al., 2004). Caution

must also be applied when the contributions of

metabolism to turnover are estimated and represented

by a metabolic constant, as this constant covers all

non-growth processes that contribute to turnover,

including inter-tissue recycling of nutrients, preferen-

tial isotopic routing and amino-acid effects, and these

processes may operate differently during isotopic

uptake and elimination (MacNeil et al., 2006). As

there has been limited analysis of the relative fates of
15N in turnover in fishes then knowledge on its

mechanistic basis remains scarce.

The experiment here on three tissues of B. barbus

thus revealed there was considerable variation in their

turnover rates. The results contribute to a growing

body of evidence that suggest stable isotope turnover

is faster in tissues with higher metabolic activity and

within muscle, fin and scale tissue, growth is the

dominant contributor to isotopic change.

Nevertheless, contribution from metabolism should

not be disregarded or underestimated, particularly in

muscle tissue. The results highlight that whilst under-

standings on the mechanistic basis of isotopic turnover

remains relatively limited, the use of turnover esti-

mates, as either a function of time or body mass,

should be incorporated into the design of ecological

studies based on stable isotopes wherever possible.

This is particularly important for isotope ecology

studies where the non-destructive use of tissues such

as fins and scales is being used in preference to dorsal

muscle, as the results here suggest their turnover rates

might differ considerably, albeit with these estimates

derived from fish with relatively slow growth rates.

Whilst some caution needs to be applied when

applying experimental data from juvenile fish to field

data from larger, older fishes, these results neverthe-

less stress the importance of ecological researchers

having greater understandings of the role of time and

growth in their isotopic data.
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